
















There were three kinds of the most perfect ancient 
drama arts in the world .Ancient Greek Drama, 
Ancient Indian Sanskrit Drama and Chinese Kunqu 
Opera. As a member of the oral legacies of human, 
Kunqu Opera is loved by Chinese people from 
generation to generation , for its moving songs and 
fantastic dancing. 









“the peony pavilion ” of Kunqu Opera is passed down from 
generation to generation 
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Ever since the peony pavilion was written by Tang Xianzu, the 
legend of Du Liniang and Liu Mengmei has been passed down from 
generation to generation. 
  In 2004, Mr. Kenneth hsien yung pai, a famous Chinese writer, 
now an American resident, and Soochow Kunqu Opera 
Department ,and many famous professors and artists majored in 
kunqu opera worked together to rehearse the youth edition of “the 






 Kunqu Opera is one of the most magic phenomena 
in the history of Chinese literature. It was originated 
from Yuan dynasty, and bloomed up in Ming 








was written by Tang Xianzu, the famous drama 
writer of Ming dynasty,  Kunqu Opera was 
performed all over the country. When the peony 
pavilion was performed on the stage of Kunqu 
Opera, people found that they fit for each other very 
well, and soon “the peony pavilion ” of Kunqu 







主持人  We all know Chinese Opera. However, few people 
have any idea of Kunqu Opera, which is the mother 
of Chinese Opera. Here, I’d like to mention a 
masterpiece of Kunqu Opera ”the peony 
pavilion”, of which the story is called “ Romeo 






 Kunqu Opera has its own style. It is different from 
other forms of drama, which singly focus on 
singing , dancing or conversation. Kunqu Opera 




















In the history of the development of Kunqu Opera, 
the most famous artist , as we all know, is Mr. Mei 
Lanfang. It is him who brought to the world the 
culture of Chinese drama and Opera. 
A famous Chinese writer , Mr. Kenneth hsien yung 
pai, now an American resident ,saw “the peony 
pavilion” of Kunqu Opera performed by Mei 
Lanfang when he was ten years old. After that , he 
became a fan of Kunqu Opera. In the year 2004, he 
and Soochow Kunqu Opera Department worked 











  The story of “the peony pavilion ” tells that a girl 
named Du Liniang had a dream, after she had 
lingered in the garden of her family. She dreamed of 
falling in love with a young man named Liu 
Mengmei. After that, she missed Liu Mengmei very 
much, and finally got heavily sick and died. Du 
Liniang turned into a spirit, and flied around. One 
night she bumped into Liu Mengmei, who is a poor 
scholar. Liu Mengmei fell in love with Du Liniang 
at first sight , and dug her tomb to make her come 

















 When the youth edition of “the peony pavilion ” 
was performed to the public, people sang high praise 
for it. Every time it was performed, no matter in the 
main land of China, in Hong Kong or Taiwan, all 
seats in the theatres are taken. And sometimes, it 





主持人 How can a single love story be so fascinating in the 
youth edition of “the peony pavilion ”. Let’s 



























The youth edition of “the peony pavilion ” has 
some principles 
Firstly, it follows the traditional editions kept in 
Soochow 
Secondly, the young actors have Mr. Wang Shiyu 
and Mrs. Zhang Jiqing as their institutors , who are 
taught by the “chuan” generation of Kunqu 
Opera. So the youth edition of “the peony 
pavilion ” has two advantages . On one hand ,the 
young actors may attract the young audience. On the 
other hand, I grasped this chance to make the skills 












 the youth edition of “the peony pavilion ”is 
conventional. The director of the Opera is Mr. Wang 


















This time we perform the youth edition of “the 
peony pavilion ” 
We follow the originate edition written by Tang 
Xianzu 
Our editing team follows a principle named 
“subtracting , no adding ” 
That is to say all the words are originated from those 
55 chapters  
Of “the peony pavilion ”written by Tang Xianzu 
The difference between our edition and the ancient 
one is that  
Ours has three obvious subjects. 
First, Du Liniang died of her daydreaming of love 
Second, Du Liniang come back to her life because of 
love  
Third , Du Liniang and Liu Mengmei struggled to 
























After marriage, Liu Mengmei want to go to Hang 
Zhou to have a test hosted by the king. This chapter 
tells how Du Liang and Liu Mengmei say good-bye. 
Du Liang: Be careful.  
Liu Mengmei: take care. 
Du Liang: Be careful. 















 As the Art consultant of the Youth edition of “the 
peony pavilion ”, Mrs. Zhang Jiqing ,another 
famous artist of Kunqu Opera, was strict to the 










Now we are coming to the final stage of the 
rehearsal ,every of us teachers are trying to find 
some shortcomings from the actors. 
For example, they rehearsed chapter ”bumping into 
mother” yesterday, I felt their performing was not 
perfect, so I told them, when Du Liniang met her 
mother again, they should feel alienate at first, and 
when the mother and the daughter recognized each 






















Du Liniang’s mother saw Du Liniang and got very 
excited, after Du Liniang died three years ago. 
 Du Liniang’s mother: my daughter, even if you 
are a ghost, I’ll be with you. how can you be back, 





 The actors of the youth edition of “the peony 
pavilion ”are not satisfied with themselves only to 
be beautiful  actors. They made every effort to learn 























Liu Mengmei has two main characters,To be gentle, 
and to be alienate, he loves Du Liniang very much, 
In the chapter “lingering in the garden and 
daydreaming” He shows his kindness. That is how 


















This chapter tells that the ghost of Du Liniang found 
Liu Mengmei, and fall in love with him. 
Du Liniang: so much does this bachelor love me. 
you are a gentleman, if you don’t mind, I’ll come 
here to meet you every night. 















Mrs. Zhang taught us carefully. In the chapter 
“soul departure”, Du Liniang needs to kneel in 
front of her mother, to say good-bye. Mrs. Zhang 
suffers great ache when she kneels, but in order to 
let us learn that chapter clearly, She knelt down, at 
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